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(54) METHOD FOR DETERMINING A MODIFIABLE BLOCK

(57) A method for determining a modifiable block
among a plurality of candidate blocks in a watermarking
scheme is disclosed. The method comprises obtaining
an error block with respect to a block value and a modified
block value for a candidate block among the plurality of
candidate blocks; determining an error concentration
metric for the error block; and determining that the can-
didate block is a modifiable block by comparing the error
concentration metric to a concentration value.

A device and a watermarking method implementing
the disclosed method are further described.
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Description

Technical domain

[0001] The present principles relate to video water-
marking. More particularly, the present principles relate
to a method for determining a modifiable block among a
plurality of watermark candidate blocks, and associated
devices implementing the method.

Background

[0002] This section is intended to introduce the reader
to various aspects of the art, which may be related to
various aspects of the present principles that are de-
scribed and/or claimed below. This discussion is believed
to be helpful in providing the reader with background in-
formation to facilitate a better understanding of the vari-
ous aspects of the present principles. Accordingly, it
should be understood that these statements are to be
read in this light, and not as admissions of prior art.
[0003] In the domain of copy protection, video water-
marking techniques essentially consist in modifying an
image so that it carries a message. For instance, WO
2010/021682 A1 from the applicant describes a tech-
nique that modifies a number of macroblocks in an image
by altering the corresponding motion vectors used for
prediction. To be eligible for watermarking, these modi-
fications should yield a large enough distortion so that it
survives subsequent processing (e.g. lossy compres-
sion, screencasting, camcording, etc) and small enough
in order to remain imperceptible to human observer. This
trade-off between robustness and perceptual fidelity is
typical in watermarking.
[0004] To tackle this compromise, it is necessary to
rely on a number of objective metrics that are intended
to predict how perceptible is a change made to a block.
Metrics are known to account for the characteristic visual
artifacts appearing when modifying the motion vector
used for prediction:

• The eye is sensitive to a local change of luminance.
Such distortion can be captured by computing stand-
ard distortions such as the root mean square error
(RMSE) or mean absolute distortion (MAD).

• Modified blocks are prone to introduce blocking ar-
tifacts. This can be captured by measuring the im-
pact of applying a deblocking filter to the image
and/or by relying on some blockiness metric as dis-
closed in EP2314073B1 for instance.

• The eye is sensitive to changes in regular gradients.
This can be captured by computing the Watson met-
ric for a reduced number of low-frequency DCT
modes.

[0005] During an analysis phase that is responsible for

assessing whether candidate changes should be dis-
carded or kept, these metrics are computed and com-
pared to their corresponding visibility threshold. If a single
measurement exceeds its associated threshold, the cor-
responding change is discarded.
[0006] However, in some cases, these metrics fail to
spot highly noticeable artifacts e.g. when an edge is
slightly shifted in the modified block while the neighbor
ones remain in place, thereby producing a ragged con-
tour. In addition, when the video is played back, such
successive occasional localized shifts of an edge can
also create a highly noticeable flicker.
[0007] Accordingly, a new objective metric used in wa-
termarking technique is needed that would capture rag-
ged contour artifacts.

Summary

[0008] The purpose of the present principles is to over-
come at least one of the disadvantages of the prior art
by proposing a method that looks at the distribution of
the pixel errors in a block to evaluate how the modification
of the block is scattered throughout the considered block.
Instead of averaging the contribution of each individual
pixel error in a manner similar to RMSE or MAD, the
proposed method advantageously measures a distortion
that is concentrated on a few pixels where such distortion
would otherwise be reasonable when inspected globally
at the block level. If the error is too concentrated, the
alternative block is discarded. Advantageously, the
present principles yield avoiding the previously described
ragged contour and flickering artifacts.
[0009] To this end, a method for determining a modi-
fiable block among a plurality of candidate blocks is dis-
closed which comprises:

• Obtaining an error block with respect to a block value
and a modified block value for a candidate block
among the plurality of candidate blocks;

• Determining an error concentration metric for the er-
ror block;

• Determining that the candidate block is a modifiable
block by comparing the error concentration metric to
a concentration value.

[0010] As the skilled in the art knows, a block compris-
es a plurality of pixels, a block value comprises a value
per pixel of the block, and thus an error block is computed
per pixel or per group of pixels. According to a first variant,
the error block comprises the absolute difference be-
tween the block value and the modified block value. Ac-
cording to a second variant, the error block comprises
the square distance difference between the block value
and the modified block value.
[0011] According to a first embodiment, determining
an error concentration metric comprises

• Obtaining a sorted error vector by sorting the error
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block in descending order of error value;
• Computing a normalized accumulated error vector

of the sorted error vector;
• Determining the error concentration metric by ob-

taining a minimum index of the normalized accumu-
lation error vector for which a normalized accumu-
lation error value is above a target value;

and the candidate block is a modifiable block in the case
where the error concentration metric is larger than the
concentration value.
[0012] According to a second embodiment, determin-
ing an error concentration metric comprises computing
an entropy of the error block and the candidate block is
a modifiable block in the case where the error concen-
tration metric is lower than the concentration value.
[0013] In a second aspect, a method for watermarking
is disclosed wherein watermarked blocks are selected
according to the present principles.
[0014] In a third aspect, a computer program product
comprising program code instructions to execute the
steps of the method when this program is executed on a
computer is disclosed.
[0015] In a fourth aspect, a computer-readable medi-
um is disclosed that has stored therein instructions for
causing a computer to perform any of the methods de-
scribed in the present principles.
[0016] In a fifth aspect, a non-transitory program stor-
age device is disclosed that is readable by a computer,
tangibly embodies a program of instructions executable
by the computer to perform any of the described methods.
[0017] In a sixth aspect, a device comprising at least
one processor configured to perform any of the disclosed
methods is disclosed.
[0018] In a variant, the device comprises means for
obtaining an error block with respect to a block value and
a modified block value for a candidate block among the
plurality of candidate blocks; means for determining an
error concentration metric for the error block; and means
for determining that the candidate block is a modifiable
block by comparing the error concentration metric to a
concentration value.
[0019] While not explicitly described, the present em-
bodiments may be employed in any combination or sub-
combination. For example, the error block concentration
metric may be combined in its two embodiments relative
to index and entropy. Besides, any characteristic or var-
iant described for the methods is compatible with a device
intended to process the disclosed methods and with a
computer-readable storage medium storing program in-
structions.

Brief description of the drawings

[0020] Other characteristics and advantages of the
present principles will appear through the description of
non-limiting embodiments, which will be illustrated, with
the help of the enclosed drawings.

- Figure 1 represents an image and a modified image
illustrating the ragged contour issue,

- Figure 2 represents a method for determining a
modifiable block according to a particular embodi-
ment,

- Figure 3 represents a method for determining a
modifiable block according to another particular em-
bodiment,

- Figure 4 illustrates the error concentration metric
according to the embodiment of figure 3,

- Figure 5 illustrates a device that may be used to
implement any of the methods of the present princi-
ples,

- Figure 6 illustrates another architecture of a device
that may be used to implement any of the methods
of the present principles.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments

[0021] Figure 1 represents an image and its modified
version illustrating the ragged contour issue. A video im-
age Orig is divided into blocks MB comprising a set of N
pixels p, N being an integer representative of the number
of pixels in the block. Typically, a block is a set of 16x16
pixels also called macroblock. However any size of block
being a sub-division of an image is compatible with the
present principles. Thus the skilled in the art will under-
stand block value correspond to a set of pixel values
where a pixel value is for instance an R, G, B components.
The watermarking process inserts a mark by altering val-
ues of blocks of the original image Orig resulting into a
modified image Rag or OK.
[0022] In some cases, known metrics fail to spot highly
noticeable artefacts e.g. when an edge is slightly shifted
for the modified block MB while the neighbour ones re-
main in place, thereby producing a ragged contour 120.
Such visual anomalies correspond to a distortion 100 for
the block MB between original image Orig and modified
image Rag, that is concentrated on a few pixels 110 but
that is otherwise reasonable when inspected globally at
the block level with other visibility criterion. On the con-
trary scattered block distortion 130, where the error is
dispatched in the block are less noticeable to a user.
[0023] Figure 2 represents a method for determining
a modifiable block among a plurality of candidate blocks
according to a first embodiment.
[0024] In the following of the description, a video image
Orig is divided into blocks MB comprising a set of N pixels.
According to a variant, a block comprises 16x16 pixels.
[0025] In preliminary step, watermark candidate blocks
are determined by a watermarking technique such as
described in WO 2010/021682 and a preliminary filtering
of candidate blocks for low perceptual impact according
to some known metrics. The watermarking technique de-
termines a block value, an alternative block value and a
location of the block in the image. As previously ex-
plained, a block value comprises the value of each of the
pixels of the block, for instance 16x16 values.
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[0026] In a first step 210 of this particular embodiment,
an error block e is obtained with respect to a block value
o and a modified block value w for a candidate block
among the plurality of candidate blocks.
[0027] In a first variant, the error block e is the absolute
difference between the two blocks: 

where o is the original block value, w its modified version,
and p an index used to scan the pixel locations of the
blocks. In another variant, the error block is the squared
error between the two blocks: 

[0028] The error block is therefore defined per pixel.
However, in others variants, the error block is computed
for a higher granularity, such as units of 2 or 4 pixels.
Indeed, the present principles relying on a concentration
of the error in the block are compatible with any sub-unit
of a block allowing to measure such concentration.
[0029] In a second step 220, an error concentration
metric ec is computed or determined from the error block
so as to assess if the error per block is concentrated or
not. In a first embodiment, a global approach for evalu-
ating the concentration of the error comprises looking at
the entropy of the distribution of the error. In this embod-
iment, the error is first normalized 

[0030] in order to assimilate the error block to some
kind of probability density function where the components
of the normalized error sum to 1. The concentration met-
ric of the error ec is then evaluated by looking at its en-
tropy for instance defined by: 

[0031] Smaller values of ec indicate a higher concen-
tration of the error in the block. By comparing the value
of the error concentration metric to a target called con-
centration value ecT, it is possible to isolate blocks with
undesired error concentration.
[0032] This is done in a third step 230 where the can-
didate block is determined as being a modifiable block
based on the assessment of error concentration metric.
Thus the error concentration metric ec is compared with
a concentration value ecT. According to the first embod-
iment, a candidate block is a modifiable block in the case
where the error concentration metric attached to the can-
didate block is lower than the concentration value ecT.

[0033] Advantageously, the above method is repeated
for each candidate block in the watermarking technique
so as to filter candidate watermark block. Besides the
above method might be combined with additional visibility
metrics of the watermarking technique.
[0034] Figure 3 represents a method for determining
a modifiable block according to another particular em-
bodiment.
[0035] As in the first embodiment, in a first step 310 of
this second embodiment, an error block e is obtained
with respect to a block value o and a modified block value
w for a candidate block among the plurality of candidate
blocks according to any variant of the error block. The
error block e(p) is defined for each pixel or group of pixels
of index p (p being an integer) of the candidate block.
According to non-limiting examples, the error block e is
the absolute difference between the two blocks or the
squared error between the two blocks.
[0036] Then an error concentration metric ec is com-
puted or determined from the error block e. In this second
embodiment, the concentration of the error measures
how much of the global error is contained in a given per-
centile of the error block as presented on figure 4. To that
end, in a second step 322, the error block e is sorted by
descending order of error block values e(p) so as to ob-
tain a sorted error vector e* such that e*(1) > e*(2) >...>
e*(N) where N is the number of pixels or group of pixels
in the block.
[0037] In a third step 324, a normalized accumulated
error vector ec* is computed or determined according to: 

where e* is the sorted error vector, i the index of the error
belonging to (1,N) and N is the number of pixels or group
of pixels in the block.
[0038] In a fourth step 326, the error concentration met-
ric is determined by obtaining a minimum index i of the
normalized accumulated error vector ec* for which a nor-
malized accumulated error value ec*(i) is larger than a
target value ecT. Thus the error concentration metric ec
indicates that a given percentile of the error is concen-
trated in a small percentile of the pixels of the block.
[0039] Accordingly the index is obtained by: 

where ec ∈ (0,1) is the percentile of the pixels of the block
representing the ecT part of the distribution. For instance,
if ecT =0.9 and ecRAG =0.1, it indicates that 90% of the
error is concentrated in only 10% of the pixels of the block
as illustrated on figure 4 by curve 420. As a result, by
combining this percentile value ec and an associated
threshold τec, it is possible to identify candidate blocks
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with undesired error concentration that may yield notice-
able visual artifacts. In other words, the candidate block
is a modifiable block in the case where the error concen-
tration metric ec is larger than a concentration value τec..
This is performed in a last step 330.
[0040] These two error concentration measurements
can of course be advantageously combined.
[0041] Figure 4 illustrates the error concentration met-
ric according to the embodiment of figure 3. The curve
410 shows a block where the accumulated error is split
along the number of pixels of the block while curve 420
shows a block where the accumulated error is concen-
trated on a few pixels. Thus, on the curve 420, the accu-
mulated error value ecT is reached for a few number of
pixels ecRAG below the error concentration metric τec.
On the contrary, on the curve 410, the accumulated error
value ecT is reached for a large number of pixels ecOK
above the error concentration metric τec.
[0042] Figure 5 depicts a device 5 for determining a
modifiable block among a plurality of candidate blocks
according to any of the methods previously described.
The device 5 comprises an input 50 configured to receive
at least one video images and associated watermark data
such as watermark candidate blocks. The video images
may be obtained from a source. According to different
embodiments of the present principles, the source be-
longs to a set comprising:

- a local memory, e.g. a video memory, a RAM, a flash
memory, a hard disk;

- a storage interface, e.g. an interface with a mass
storage, a ROM, an optical disc or a magnetic sup-
port;

- a communication interface, e.g. a wired interface (for
example a bus interface, a wide area network inter-
face, a local area network interface) or a wireless
interface (such as a IEEE 802.11 interface or a Blue-
tooth interface); and

- a picture capturing circuit (e.g. a sensor such as, for
example, a CCD (or Charge-Coupled Device) or
CMOS (or Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semicon-
ductor)).

Watermark candidate blocks in the video image, wherein
a watermark candidate block comprises, in a non-limiting
embodiment, a block value, an alternative block value
and a location of the block in the image, are obtained by
a watermarking module internal or external to the device
5. The input 50 is linked to a module 52 configured to
obtain an error block with respect to the block value and
the alternative block value. The module 52 is linked to a
module 54 configured to obtain a metric representative
of the concentration of the error into the block according
to any of the embodiments previously described. The
module 56 is then configured to determine if a candidate
block is a modifiable block or not based on the metric
representative of the concentration of the error into the
block. The module 56 is linked to an output 58. The mod-

ifiable blocks and associated watermark data can be
stored in a memory or can be sent to a watermark em-
bedder. As an example, the modifiable blocks are stored
in a remote or in a local memory, e.g. a video memory
or a RAM, a hard disk. In a variant, the modifiable blocks
are sent to a watermark embedder by means of a storage
interface, e.g. an interface with a mass storage, a ROM,
a flash memory, an optical disc or a magnetic storage
and/or transmitted over a communication interface, e.g.
an interface to a point-to-point link, a communication bus,
a point to multipoint link or a broadcast network.
[0043] Figure 6 represents an exemplary architecture
of the device 5 according to a specific and non-limitative
embodiment of the present principles. The processing
device 5 comprises one or more processor(s) 510, which
is (are), for example, a CPU, a GPU and/or a DSP (Eng-
lish acronym of Digital Signal Processor), along with in-
ternal memory 520 (e.g. RAM, ROM, EPROM). The
processing device 5 comprises one or several Input/Out-
put interface(s) 530 adapted to display output information
and/or allow a user entering commands and/or data (e.g.
a keyboard, a mouse, a touchpad, a webcam, a display);
and a power source 540 which may be external to the
processing device 5. The processing device 5 may also
comprise network interface(s) (not shown). According to
an exemplary and non-limitative embodiment of the
present principles, the processing device 5 further com-
prises a computer program stored in the memory 520.
The computer program comprises instructions which,
when executed by the processing device 5, in particular
by the processor 510, make the processing device 5 carry
out any of the methods described in figure 2 or 3. Ac-
cording to a variant, the computer program is stored ex-
ternally to the processing device 5 on a non-transitory
digital data support, e.g. on an external storage medium
such as a HDD, CD-ROM, DVD, a read-only and/or DVD
drive and/or a DVD Read/Write drive, all known in the
art. The processing device 5 thus comprises an interface
to read the computer program. Further, the device 5 could
access one or more Universal Serial Bus (USB)-type
storage devices (e.g., "memory sticks.") through corre-
sponding USB ports (not shown).
According to exemplary and non-limitative embodiments,
the processing device 5 is a device, which belongs to a
set comprising:

- a mobile device;
- a communication device;
- a game device;
- a tablet (or tablet computer);
- a laptop;
- a still picture camera;
- a video camera;
- an encoding chip;
- a decoding chip;
- a still picture server;
- a video server (e.g. a broadcast server, a video-on-

demand server or a web server) ; and
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- a video sharing platform.

[0044] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art,
aspects of the present principles can be embodied as a
system, method or computer readable medium. Accord-
ingly, aspects of the present principles can take the form
of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software
embodiment (including firmware, resident software, mi-
cro-code, and so forth), or an embodiment combining
software and hardware aspects that can all generally be
referred to herein as a "circuit," "module", or "system."
Furthermore, aspects of the present principles can take
the form of a computer readable storage medium. Any
combination of one or more computer readable storage
medium(s) may be utilized.
[0045] Naturally, the present principles are not limited
to the embodiments and characteristics previously de-
scribed. In particular, the present principles are compat-
ible with any watermarking technique so as to obtain the
watermark candidate blocks. A watermarking technique
is for instance described in WO 2010/021682 A1, but
also in EP2786496 A1. Besides, the present principles
are compatible with any other metric guaranteeing the
imperceptibility of the watermarks.
[0046] Finally, the present principles also relate to a
method for watermarking video images wherein water-
marked blocks are selected according to any of disclosed
methods.

Claims

1. Method for determining a modifiable block among a
plurality of candidate blocks, the method
comprising :

• Obtaining (210, 310) an error block (e) with
respect to a block value (o) and a modified block
value (w) for a candidate block among said plu-
rality of candidate blocks;
• Determining (220) an error concentration met-
ric (ec) for said error block;
• Determining (230, 330) that said candidate
block is a modifiable block by comparing said
error concentration metric (ec) to a concentra-
tion value.

2. Method according to claim 1 wherein said error block
(e) comprises the absolute difference between said
block value and said modified block value.

3. Method according to claim 1 wherein said error block
(e) comprises the square distance difference be-
tween said block value and said modified block val-
ue.

4. Method according to any of claims 1 to 3 wherein
determining an error concentration metric

comprises :

• Obtaining (320) a sorted error vector (e*) by
sorting said error block in descending order of
error value;
• Computing (324) a normalized accumulated
error vector (ec*) of said sorted error vector;
• Determining (326) said error concentration
metric (ec) by obtaining a minimum index of said
normalized accumulation error vector for which
a normalized accumulation error value is above
a target value (ecT);

and wherein said candidate block is a modifiable
block in the case where said error concentration met-
ric (ec) is larger than said concentration value (ecT).

5. Method according to any of claims 1 to 3 wherein
determining an error concentration metric (ec) com-
prises computing an entropy of said error block and
wherein said candidate block is a modifiable block
in the case where said error concentration metric is
lower than said concentration value.

6. Method for watermarking wherein watermarked
blocks are selected according to any of claims 1 to 5.

7. Computer-readable storage medium storing pro-
gram instructions computer-executable to perform
the method of any of claims 1 to 5.

8. Device (5) for determining a modifiable block among
a plurality of candidate blocks, the device comprising
at least one processor (510) configured to :

• Obtain an error block with respect to a block
value and a modified block value for a candidate
block among said plurality of candidate blocks;
• Compute an error concentration metric for said
error block;
• Determine that said candidate block is a mod-
ifiable block by comparing said error concentra-
tion metric to a concentration value.

9. Device (5) according to claim 8 wherein said error
block comprises the absolute difference between
said block value and said modified block value.

10. Device (5) according to claim 8 wherein said error
block comprises the square distance difference be-
tween said block value and said modified block val-
ue.

11. Device (5) according to any of claims 8 to 10 wherein
the processor is further configured to:

• Obtain a sorted error vector by sorting said
error block in descending order of error value;

9 10 
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• Compute a normalized accumulated error vec-
tor of said sorted error vector;
• Determine said error concentration metric by
obtaining a minimum index of said normalized
accumulation error vector for which a normal-
ized accumulation error value is above a target
value;

and wherein said candidate block is a modifiable
block in the case where said error concentration met-
ric is larger than said concentration value.

12. Device (5) according to claim 8 wherein the proces-
sor is further configured to compute an entropy of
said error block and wherein said candidate block is
a modifiable block in the case where said error con-
centration metric is lower than said concentration
value.

13. Device (5) for determining a modifiable block among
a plurality of candidate blocks, the device compris-
ing:

• Means for obtaining an error block with respect
to a block value and a modified block value for
a candidate block among said plurality of can-
didate blocks;
• Means for determining an error concentration
metric for said error block;
• Means for determining that said candidate
block is a modifiable block by comparing said
error concentration metric to a concentration
value.

11 12 
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